
 DAWNTOWN QUESTIONS ANSWERED 

 

Please confirm the hours of flying? Dusk till dawn?  No night flying? 

Flights are limited to daytime hours, with the last flight being before dusk.  Since the runway 
for the seaplanes is Government Cut, there is no lighting on the water which would make it 
difficult for night landings.   

Will the seaplanes be landing on land and water? If on water is there a designated area for 
water landing and taxing? If so please note on aerial. 

Only water.  Government cut is used as runway and landing strip. A Passenger gets on and 
off on land, as the seaplane is able to taxi onto the site.  Remember that the seaplane is 
amphibious. 

Is there multiple carriers or just one airline? What should be assumed? 

Only 1 carrier is assumed. In this case, it would be Chalks Airlines. 

Control tower?  How will flight arrivals and departures be handled?  Is the Control Room, in the 
Terminal section of the program, for use to run air traffic control and if so must it visually and 
physically connect to the tarmac? 

A control tower is not needed, but a control room is.  The control room must be visually 
connected to the runway, meaning it should overlook the bay and parts of Government Cut.  
Since the location of the site is on the easternmost part of Watson Island, and there are no 
obstructing views to the south, a control room would not have to be located in a tower. 
However, that is a design issue left up to the entrant. 

 

 

 



Terminal program – please confirm staffing requirements for operation, customs, corporate. 

These are rough figures, and the number reflects the maximum occupancy, which is to say, 
that it won’t be at maximum occupancy the entire time: 
Operations:  40 max. 
Corporate: 50 max. 
Customs:  120 which includes passengers as well as employees. 

Restaurant program – please confirm seating capacity desired. 

Seating capacity for restaurant:  90 max. 

 
In the program list under Site Accommodations, it is not clear how much space we are to 
allow for the tarmac. Can you please specify the area/ length needed to land the Seaplanes? 
It looks like the site may not have enough space for a tarmac if the seaplanes require a full 
landing strip, or if it does, the strip must be along the long edge of the site against the bay. 
Additionally how much must we allow for the turning of the plane? 
 
The seaplane’s “tarmac” or runway/landing slip is Government Cut.  It turns in the bay, 
similar to when the cruise ships leave Dodge Island and head out to sea.  The seaplane is 
amphibious, meaning once it lands; it will taxi via ramp to the site to allow for passengers to 
board/deplane, repairs, and fuel.  There should be ample space around the plane should it 
need to rotate around.  In the brief, there are links to seaplane dimensions, but an extra 10’ 
from wingtip clear would be enough. 
 
Is there the potential to build out into the Government Cut Main Channel for a dock to satisfy 
a water landing and/or a connection to the mainland via passenger boat? If so what is the 
limit of the projection into the bay?  Are there any structures we can build on the cut/bay? 
Can any structure exist beyond the land's edge within or on the water, and at what distance 
from the land?   
 
You cannot build out onto Government Cut with the exception of a temporary structure that 
does not attach to the seabed.  Said structure must accommodate for changing climates, and 
potential storms, and therefore must be easily assembled and dismantled.  A dock is not used 
for boarding of the plane. 
 
It states in the brief that we should accommodate 35 flights/ week for the terminal. Are the 
flight times staggered? Or are we to allow for multiple take-offs and landings per hour? In 
effect should the terminal have several 'gates'?  
 
Flight times are staggered.  Only 5 flights per day.  One early morning flight, morning, two 
afternoon, one mid-late afternoon.  There will not be several gates, but one main gate.   
 



What is the recommended flight path? Can we have take-offs and landings in the direction of 
the Children's Museum? If not what is the minimum height we need to allow for the landings? 
Should we take into consideration the prevailing winds? 
 
No.  All flight takeoffs are east to the ocean, and all landing are from the ocean west.   
 
The Hangar program area is set at 11,395sf; however it also states that the Hangar must 
accommodate two Grumman Albatross planes. Each plane has a total wingspan of ~95f and a 
length of ~65f, which would require an area of close to 10,000sf with a 10' circulation space around 
the entire plane. If they are wingtip to wingtip the Hangar needs to be 20,000sf. If they are nested 
tightly, facing in opposite directions with a 10' circulation space around and in between each plane, 
the area required is still 16,000sf without the other accommodations. Given the Program criteria 
statement we are not allowed to exceed the square footages provided, how should we go about 
resolving this problem? From what I have found the Grumman Albatross plane does not have folding 
wings, is this correct? 

* CHANGE IN PROGRAM:  With the program coming in at 76,000 sqft, there is 

about 40,000 sqft left unused.  Take an additional 12,000sf for the hangar from that unused portion. 

According the cad drawing, with the exact site dimensions, the site area is about 120.000 
square feet, is not it? The total site area is not specified in the documents. 
Could you clarify us this information, please? 
 
The site is 120,588 sqft.   
 
If the total area in the program guide is 76.390 square feet, including the non building 
areas, what happens with the rest of the site (more than 40.000 square feet)?  
 

The remaining 44,254 sqft is left open to the designer’s interpretation.  However, the jury will look first 
and foremost to the criteria as outlined by the program.   
 
The hangar has to be on the land or on the water?   

 
The hangar needs to be on land. 
 
Are there particular parameters for the landing strip?   

Current dimensions of Government Cut are the parameters.  Remember you cannot build on the cut 
itself, and the area in which planes take off and land is a shared waterway with the cruise lines. 
 
 



How many planes are expected to be docked at one time?   

Minimum 2 docked at 1 time. 
 
What is the typical time frame between flights?   

Roughly between 3 hours. 
 
Does boarding take place on water or land?  

Boarding takes place on land, unless of an emergency.   
 
What is the process of transporting the plane from the water to the hangar?   

Plane is amphibious and can taxi onto land via ramp.  Slope needs a certain percentage. 

The measures in Appendix B are in square feet?   And the total represents 76,390 or 76.390?  

The measurements are square feet not meters. 

Can we assume that the portion of the Island to the East side of the site will remain a park?   
 
Yes. 

Will planes be landing and taking off from government cut to the north of Dodge Island or to 
the south of Dodge Island? 
 
North. Government Cut is the area between Dodge and Watson Island. 

The existing surface parking on the island is severely underused.  Can we integrate the 
island’s existing surface parking lot (to the north of the site) into the design?  Or do we need 
to provide additional parking?  If so, how much parking and can we integrate it into the 
existing lot?  It is important to consider that the site is very small, additional parking will 
severely cut the site's size.   

Parking exclusive to the Seaplane Terminal:  emergency vehicles, pickup drop-off, security, 
temporary, employee parking, and 15 reserved spots. All parking overflow goes to the city lot 
by the museum.  People will also be approaching the site via public transportation as well, to 
eliminate the need for parking. 

The sheet must be 24 (wide) x 36 (height) or this year is different from the last and the sheet is 
in fact horizontally oriented there by 36 inch (wide) + 24 inch (height)? 
 
The boards are all in landscape orientation, 24” height, and 36” width. 
  
 



Theoretically, is the site accessible for auxiliary uses at night or at times when airline business 
and travel is not being conducted?  
 
 The restaurant can stay open, and so can the bar / lounge.  Can be used private parties, as 
long no flying is involved.  Creating an area that can be used during the terminal’s off hours 
would make for an interesting addition to the design. 
  
Is there any ban on digging or portions of the program existing below grade or below sea 
level?   
 
Nope, but in Miami you hit water pretty fast when you dig. 
 

What is the policy on proposing new program for the terminal, specifically a transit stop for the city's 
light rail system?   

 
Designers can express freedom to create a transit stop, but the focus of the project remains in the 
program in the brief. 


